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Agenda
1. Welcome and Getting Connected
•Track Your Progress
2. Understanding a Balanced Assessment System
3. Unwrapping Standards Into Targets
4. Discussing Proficiency
5. Planning and Writing Valid and Reliable Assessments
Critical Questions Teachers Ask
1. What do we want students to know and be able to do?
2. How will we know if they can?
3. What will we do for those who can’t?
4. What will we do for those who already can?

Understanding the Compelling Research
Factor Affecting Student Learning

High quality teacher in the classroom
Parent Involvement
Home environment
Socio-economic status
Formative Assessment
Response to Intervention
Student Involvement in Assessment
Collective Teacher Efficacy

Standard
Deviation

.40
.49
.52
.52
.90
1.07
1.44
1.57

Collective Teacher Efficacy—The collective self-perception that teachers
in a given school make an educational difference to their students over
and above the educational impact of their homes and communities.
Essential standards are the standards that all students must know and be
able to do by the end of the year. Formative Assessments are based on
these standards. They are often called power or priority standards. You
guarantee that students who don’t master these standards are given
additional time and support.
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Track Your Progress
Assessment Workshop Learning Targets
Shade each rectangle to show your current understanding of each
target.
I can explain the purpose and types of
assessments used in a balanced
assessment system.
I can unwrap standards to identify
learning targets and define proficiency.

I can develop an assessment plan
to create a valid and reliable
assessment.
I can write reliable constructed
response and multiple choice items.

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Questions I have at the beginning of today…
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Summative assessment is the attempt to summarize student learning at
some point in time. Summative assessments are not designed to give
feedback useful to teachers and students during the learning process.
Formative Assessment: An assessment functions formatively to the extent
that evidence about student achievement is elicited, interpreted, and
used by teachers, learners, or their peers to make decisions about next
steps in instruction that are likely to be better, or better founded, than the
decisions they would have made in the absence of evidence.

To Determine If An Assessment Is Formative, Ask:
•Is it used to identify students who are experiencing difficulty in their
learning?
•Are students who are having difficulty provided with additional time and
support for learning?
•Are students given an additional opportunity to demonstrate their
learning?
Using Formative Assessments
•Assessments are written around essential learning targets.
•They are administered during the unit of instruction.
•Time is built in to use the results.
•Response is specific to the misunderstanding or misconception.
•Going over the correct answers isn’t a response.

Best Test
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Worst Test

Type:

Type:

Why?

Why?
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Formative
What they are

Purpose
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•Written around
essential standards
•Short assessments
during the learning
process
•Exit slips
•White boards
•Clickers
•teacher observations
•Making “in the
moment” decisions
•Used to guide
additional time and
support (Tier 1)

Summative

Periodic/
Benchmark

Annual

•Assessments are
given at the end of
the learning
•End of unit
assessments

•Quarterly
benchmarks
•MAP/ interim
assessments
•Progress monitoring

•State Assessments
•Language
Development
•AP
•EOY

•Make sure that
students can “put it all
together” to
demonstrate learning
(think reading
comprehension)

•Identify students who
need more Tier 2 or 3
help
•Progress monitoring
for Tier 2 and 3
•Universal screener
•Monitor SMART goals

•Measure student
learning
•Award credit
•Identify strengths and
weaknesses of
programs
•Write SMART goals
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Essential
Standards

Formative
Assessments

Interventions

Extensions

What are Learning Targets
Learning targets are the increments of learning that make up the journey
to achieving the overall standard.
They include all of the skills and concepts students must acquire to master
the standard.
(Common) formative assessments are designed around learning targets
rather than standards.
Learning targets may be written as “I can” statements in student-friendly
language
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Learning
Target 1
Formative
Assessment

Learning
Target 2
Standard
Simpler
Learning
Target 3

Summative
Assessment

Formative
Assessment

Learning
Target 4
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Protocol for Unwrapping Standards
Finding the learning targets to teach and assess
1. Circle the verbs (skills)
2. Underline the nouns (concepts) to be taught
3. Double underline any prepositional phrase (context)
4. Write separately each verb (skills) and noun (concept) combination
as a separate learning target.
5. If a prepositional phrase (the context) is included at the beginning
or the end of the standard, include it in the target.
6. EXAMINE each learning target asking the following questions:
a. What are the instructional and assessment implications of this
target?
-What would it look line to teach this target in the classroom
(setting, materials strategies)
-Is the skill measurable? What would the assessment look like?
Do we need to change the verb to make it more measurable
7. After examining the instructional and assessment implications, are
there any targets that are IMPLICIT or not directly stated in the standard
that should be included?
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Focus on Key Words:
Standard: Students analyze, make inferences and draw conclusions about expository
text and provide evidence to support their understanding. Students are expected to:
(a) summarize the main ideas and supporting details in a text, demonstrating an
understanding that a summary does not include opinions.
(c) explain how different organizational patterns (e.g., proposition-and-support,
problem-and solution) develop the main idea and the author’s viewpoint.
(d) synthesize and make logical connections between ideas within a text and across
two or three texts representing similar or different genres. (6th Grade ELA)
What will
With What
In What
Level of
Common
Students Do?
Knowledge or
Context?
Thinking
Formative
(skills or verbs)
Concept?
Assessment Plan
(nouns or direct
instruction)
Analyze
Make
Draw

(text)
inferences
Conclusions

Provide

Evidence

Summarize

Main ideas and
supporting details

Demonstrate

Understanding that
summary does not
include opinion

Explain

How organizational
patterns develop
the main idea

Synthesize

How organizational
patterns develop
the author’s
viewpoint
Ideas

Synthesize

Ideas

Explain

To support
understanding of
Expository text
To support
understanding of
Expository text
To support
understanding of
Expository text
To support
understanding of
expository text
In expository text

Within a text similar
or different genres
Across multiple
texts
Similar or different
genres

Summative Assessment:
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Focus on Key Words:
Solve for products of decimals to the hundredths, including situations
involving money, using strategies based on place-value understandings,
properties of operations, and the relationship to the multiplication of
whole numbers. (Readiness Standard Grade 5 Math)
What will
Students
Do? (skills or
verbs)

Solve
Solve

Use

Use

Use

With What
Knowledge or
Concept?
(nouns or
direct
instruction)
Products of
decimals to
the
hundredths
Products of
decimals to
the
hundredths
Strategies to
solve
products of
decimals
Strategies to
solve
products of
decimals
Strategies to
solve
products of
decimals

In What
Context?

Level of
Thinking

Using
standard
algorithm
Situations
involving
money
Based on
place value
understanding
Based on
properties of
operations
Based on the
relationship to
the
multiplication
of whole
numbers

Summative Assessment
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Formative
Assessment
Plan

Sample Standards
ELA, Grade 3: Students understand, make inferences and draw
conclusions about the structure and elements of fiction and provide
evidence from text to support their understanding Students are expected
to:
(a) sequence and summarize the plot’s main events and explain their
influence on future events; (readiness)
(b) describe the interaction of characters including their relationships and
the changes they undergo. (readiness)
Writing, Grade 7: Students use the elements of the writing process
(planning, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to compose text.
Students are expected to:
(b) develop drafts by choosing an appropriate organizational strategy
(e.g., sequence of events, cause-effect, compare-contrast) and building
on ideas to create a focused, organized, and coherent piece of writing;
(c) revise drafts to ensure precise word choice and vivid images;
consistent point of view; use of simple, compound, and complex
sentences; internal and eternal coherences; and the use of effective
transitions after rethinking how well questions of purpose, audience and
genre have been addressed.
English II: Students analyze, make inferences and draw conclusions about
expository text and provided evidence from a text to support their
understanding. Students are expected to
(a) summarize text and distinguish between a summary and a critique
and identify non-essential information in a summary ad unsubstantiated
opinion in a critique.
(c) make and defend subtle inferences and complex conclusions about
he ideas in a text and their organizational patterns.
Biology: The student knows the mechanism of generics, including the role
of nucleic acids and the principles of Medelian Genetics. The student is
expected to:
(a) identify components of DNA, and describe how information for
specifying the traits of an organism is carried in the DNA;
(e) Identify and illustrate changes in DNA and evaluate the significance of
these changes;
(f) predict possible outcomes of various genetic combinations such as
monohybrid crosses, dihybrid crosses and non-Medelian inheritance.
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US History: The student understands the political, economic, and social
changes in the US from 1877 to 1898. The student is expected to:
(a) analyze political issues such as Indian policies, the growth of political
machines, civil service reform, and the beginnings of Populism.
(b) analyze economic issues such as industrialization the growth of
railroads, the growth of labor unions, farm issues, the cattle industry boom,
the rise of entrepreneurship, free enterprise, and the pros and cons of big
business
(c) analyze social issues affecting women, minorities, children, immigrants,
urbanization, the Social Gospel, and philanthropy of industrialists.
4th Grade Math: The student applies mathematical process standards to
represent and generate fractions to solve problems. The student is
expected to:
(e) represent and solve addition and subtraction of fractions with equal
denominators using objects and pictorial models that build to the number
line ad properties of operations.
Grade 8 Math: The student applies mathematical process standards to
explain proportional and non-proportional relationships involving slope.
The student is expected to
(b) graph proportional relationships, interpreting the unit rate as the slope
of the line that models the relationship;
(c) use data from a table or graph to determine the rate of change or
slope and y-intercept in mathematical and real-world problems.
Algebra I: Linear functions, equations and inequalities—The student
applies the mathematical process standards when using properties of
linear functions to write and represent in multiple ways, with and without
technology, linear equations inequalities, and systems of equations. The
student is expected to:
(a) determine the domain and range of a linear function in mathematical
problems; determine reasonable domain and range values for real-world
situations, both continuous and discrete; and represent domain and
range using inequalities.
(c) write linear equations in two variables given a table of values, a graph,
and a verbal descriptions.
(i) write systems of two linear equations given a table of values, a graph,
and a verbal description.
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Identifying Depth of Knowledge
Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
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Recall
Recall of a fact, information, or procedure.
Skill/Concept
Use information or conceptual knowledge, two or
more
steps, etc.
Strategic Thinking
Requires reasoning, developing a plan or a sequence
of
steps, some complexity, more than one possible
answer.
Extended Thinking
Requires an investigation, time to think and process
Multiple conditions of the problem.
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Unwrapping Template
Standard:

What will
Students Do?
(skills or verbs)

With What
Knowledge or
Concept?
(nouns or
direct
instruction)

In What
Context?

DOK

Formative
Assessment

Summative Assessment:
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DOK 1

DOK 2

DOK 3

DOK 4
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Social Studies
•recall facts, terms, concepts, trends
•recognize or identify specific
information contained in maps,
charts, tables, graphs, or diagrams

ELA
•identify figurative language
•fluency
•know vocabulary
•use punctuation correctly

•compare or contrast people,
places, events and concepts
•convert information from one form
to another
•give an example
•classify or sort items into meaningful
categories
•describe, interpret, or explain issue
and problems, patterns, reasons,
cause and effect, significance or
impact, points of view
•use evidence
•draw conclusions
•apply concepts to new situations
•use concepts to solve problems
•analyze similarities and differences
in issues and problems
•propose and evaluate solutions to
problems
•recognize and explain
misconceptions
•make connections across time and
place to explain a concept.

•low level comprehension (right
there questions)
•simple inferences
•using context clues
•predict outcome
•summarizing
•first draft writing
•notetaking
•outlining

•analyze and synthesize information
from multiple sources
•examine and explain alternate
perspectives
•illustrate how common themes and
concepts are found across time and
place
•make predictions with evidence
•develop a logical argument
•plan an develop solutions to
problems

•analyze and synthesize from
multiple sources
•explain alternate perspective from
a variety of sources
•Define similar themes over a variety
of texts
•writing with voice
•writing with information from a
variety of sources

•explain, generalize, or connect
ideas
•how author’s purpose affects the
text
•summarize info from several
sources
•identify abstract themes
•writing for different purposes
(awareness of audience)
•using complex structures and ideas
in writing
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Math
•knowing math facts
•apply an algorithm or formula

Science
•definition
•simple procedure (one step)
•know a formula
•represent in words or diagrams a concept
or relationship

DOK 2

•make a decision about how to approach a
problem
•at least 2 step problems
•interpret info from table or graph (simple)

•specify and explain the relationship
between facts, terms properties, or
variables
•Describe and explain examples and nonexamples of science concepts
•Select a procedure according to specified
criteria and perform it
•Formulate routine problem given data and
conditions
•Organize, represent, and interpret data

DOK 3

•make conjectures
•draw conclusions
•justify reasoning especially when tasks have
more than one right answer
•citing evidence

•Explain their thinking about an answer
•Identify research questions and design
investigations for a scientific problem
•Solve non-routine problems
•Develop a scientific model for a complex
situation
•Form conclusions from experimental data

DOK 4

•requires complex thinking over a period of
time (with different tasks)
•requires planning
•making connections between a finding and
related concepts
•critiquing design

•complex reasoning, experimental design
and planning
•Based on provided data from a complex
experiment that is novel to the student,
deduct the fundamental relationship
between several controlled variables.
• Conduct an investigation, from specifying
a problem to designing and carrying out an
experiment, to analyzing its data and
forming conclusions

DOK 1
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Linking Assessments to Response

Tier 3: Intensive Support
•Frequent, small group or individual
•Students lacking prerequisite essential standards
•Universal screener
•Benchmark, progress monitoring
•Students may also need Tier 2.

Tier 2: Supplemental Support
•Linked to this year’s essential
standards
•Short term
•Students may need Tier 2 and 3
•Benchmark, progress monitoring

Tier 1: Core Curriculum
•What happens for ALL students?
•Linked to essential standards from this year.
• Formative Assessments
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Developing a Unit Plan to Include Formative Assessments

Unit
Planning

Formative1
Teach
Target 8

Plan the
Response

18

Formative-1
Teach
Target 4

5 Days to Teach Targets 1-3

7 Days to Teach Targets 5-7

Response
Day

Response
Day

5 Days to Teach Targets 9-11
(including one flexible day
(c) Jakicic, 2019

Plan the
Response

End of
Unit Test

Choosing an Appropriate Assessment
Type of
Examples Advantages Disadvantages
Assessment
in
Practice
Selected
Response
Constructed
Response

Performance

Validity—Does the assessment assess what we wanted it to assess? Will it
tell me whether or not the students learned the material I wanted them to
learn?
Reliability--Can I rely on the information to make decisions about what to
do next for my students? Does it tell me with confidence whether the
student is ready to move on or if (s)he needs more time and support?
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Are these questions valid?
Third Grade Math
Learning Target: Multiply side lengths to find the area of rectangle with
whole number side lengths in the context of solving real world problems.
Item 1:
Find the area of the rectangle

2 feet
6 feet
Item 2:
Joe and John made a poster that was 4 feet by 3 feet. Mary and Amir
made a poster that was 4 feet by 2 feet. They placed their posters on the
wall side-by-side so that there was no space in between them. How
much area will the two posters cover?
Use pictures, words, and numbers to show your answers.
Seventh Grade ELA Learning Target: Use simple, compound, complex, and
compound-complex sentences effectively in writing.
Item #1
Which of the following is a simple sentence?
A. Some students like to study in the mornings.
B. Alec played football, so Maria went shopping.
C. The students are studying because they have a test tomorrow.
D. Laura forgot her friend's birthday, so she sent her a card when she finally
remembered.
Item #2
Describe the difference between simple, compound, complex and
compound-complex sentences.
Item #3
Answer the following question, and be sure to use at least one simple
sentence, one compound sentence, one complex and one compoundcomplex sentence in your answer.
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Making Assessments Valid
Unwrap standards into the learning target to clearly uncover the
important knowledge and skills we want to teach and assess.
Create an assessment planning chart to assure that we have assessed
each of those targets at the level we expect students to reach.
Assessment Planning
• Identify the specific targets to be assessed. (1 or 2 work best)
• Determine the level of cognitive demand. (What kind of thinking?)
• Decide what type of assessment items and how many to use.
– Selected Response for knowledge, application, analysis
– Constructed Response for higher level
• Consider how much time the assessment will take.
What Targets Should We Choose?
Should be targets that are essential for student learning:
– Targets that are often difficult or lead to misconceptions
– Targets that are prerequisite to future learning
– Targets that are absolutely necessary for students to know
You accomplish more reliable teacher-created assessments by:
1. Having enough items for each target so that a student isn’t able to
guess the answers and appear “proficient” or misread items and appear
“not proficient.”
2. Assuring that items are constructed with good format to minimize
misunderstanding or guessing.
Writing Quality Constructed Response Items
•Make the question and nature of the response clear to the student.
-Set a context for the expected reasoning if needed to more
deeply understand what (s)he is being asked to do.
-Provide clear expectations for student responses.
•Don’t offer choices that allow students to pick questions they know more
about over questions they know little about.
•Develop a scoring rubric for the students that explains proficiency
expectations, e.g., the student must provide two pieces of text evidence
to show how the character changes.
•Provide adequate space for responses.
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Assessment Planning Chart
Content/
Targets

Make inferences
about expository
text to support
understanding
Demonstrate
understanding that
a summary does
not include an
opinion

Level of Cognitive Demand
Knowledge
Retrieval
DOK 1

Comprehension
Application
DOK 2

DOK 3

Synthesis
Evaluation
DOK 4

What will
proficiency look
like?

3 multiple
choice

2 of 3 correct
answers

1
Constructed
Response

“proficiency”
level on the
rubric
1
constructed
response

Synthesize ideas
across multiple texts
of similar genres
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“proficiency”
level on the
rubric

Assessment Planning Chart
Content/
Targets

Solve products of
decimals to the
hundredths using the
standard algorithm
Solve products of
decimals to the
nearest hundredths
involving money
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Level of Cognitive Demand
Knowledge
Retrieval
DOK 1

Comprehension
Application
DOK 2

Students enter
correct symbol
for each
comparison
(6 total)

Analysis
DOK 3

Synthesis
Evaluation
DOK 4

What will
proficiency look
like?

5 of 6 correct

3 short answers

(c) Jakicic, 2019

3 accurate
responses

Assessment Planning Chart
Content/
Targets
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Level of Cognitive Demand
Knowledge
Retrieval
DOK 1

Comprehension
Application
DOK 2
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Analysis
DOK 3

Synthesis
Evaluation
DOK 4

What will
proficiency look
like?

ELA

Examples – Clear Expectations
Social Studies

The author of this text is making a case to
move to all electric cars by 2020. Find
three examples of specific data he
provides explaining why he believes this
is necessary.
For each example provide:
-A quotation directly from the text
-Page number on which it appears.

Examine this letter from a Civil War
soldier, Tilton Reynolds, to his
mother Juliana Reynolds. After
reading his account of his visit across
the line to a camp in the South,
describe how the conditions for
soldiers from the North are different
from soldiers from the South.
Provide at least three areas of
difference and include a citation
about how you know.

Math

With Your Team: Write a
constructed response
question that you might use
in your work:

Look at Figure Q and Figure R below:

Mia said Figure Q and Figure R have equal
areas and equal perimeters. She
supported her thinking by saying that any
two figures made of an equal number of
unit squares always have equal areas and
equal perimeters.
Is Mia correct in her thinking? Explain
why you say so with a written explanation
as well as with pictures and numbers.
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Examples – Setting the Context
ELA
In class we studied how authors
convince their readers to agree with
them. One of the ways we studied was
how the author uses rhetoric..
Read this article about taking vitamins
and supplements, Explain how the
author uses rhetoric to convince the
reader to take vitamins and
supplements.

Science
Read this article about how fireworks are
made. Use the diagram on page 34 explaining
luminescence, explain what happens to the
energy in the atoms of firework compounds to
make them appear different colors and give off
different types of light.

History
After analyzing the primary source
documents provided, consider what
information Truman had about the
consequences of the atomic bomb
when he chose to use it on Japan.
Cite three places in these texts to
support your answer.

Math
The dot plot below compares the # of minutes
30 flights made by two airlines arrived before
or after their scheduled arrival times.

•Negative numbers represent the minutes the
flight arrived before its scheduled time.
•Positive numbers represent the minutes the
flight arrived after its scheduled time.
•Zero indicates the flight arrived at its
scheduled time.
Based on these data, from which airline will
you choose to buy your ticket? Use the ideas of
center and spread to justify your choice.
P.E.
Context May Be:
Using your knowledge of the 5
•Reference to something learned in class.
components of fitness, identify and
•Information narrowing the focus of the
explain which component would be the quesetion.
most beneficial for a person training for •Information that helps the student see
the 26.2 Boston Marathon.
connections in a novel way.
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Providing Feedback:
•Use descriptive rather than evaluative feedback
•Provide the feedback about the learning target(s) being assessed.
•Limit “corrective feedback” to what can be absorbed at a given time.
•Provide feedback that is specific enough so that the student knows what
to do next, but not so specific that it gives away the answer.
Consider the stimulus:
•The stimulus is the information provided to the student prior to the
question.
•In math, it may include graphs or charts to interpret.
•In ELA it may include a piece of text or video.
Considerations for ELA stimulus
•The passage must reflect the learning target being assessed, e.g.,
firsthand/secondhand account, two articles on the same event or topic.
•The passage must be the appropriate Lexile level (measure of text
complexity.
•The passage must be an appropriate length which may mean it’s an
excerpt.

Considerations for Math Stimulus
•Providing stimulus information often raises the rigor, e.g., asking students
to analyze charts or graphs to gather information.
•Be cautious about providing too many distracting pieces of stimulus
information.
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Using Rubrics with Common Formative Assessments
•Each learning target should be have a separate criterion on the rubric.
•The team must develop a common understanding of what the expectation is for each level of response often
guided by strong and weak work.
•Be aware that some constructed response questions have only “correct” and “incorrect” answers.
Beyond Proficiency

Proficiency

Partial Proficiency

No Proficiency

Learning target 1

Learning target 2

4

Synthesize ideas
across multiple texts

28

There is no “beyond
proficiency” for this
target.

3
The student is able to
identify a research
question, and
determine the topics
to include in a
research report.
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2
The student is able to
identify a research
question but has
difficulty identifying
topics to include in a
research report.

1

The student is unable
to identify a research
question.

Mathematical
Explanation

4

3

Gives a complete
written explanation
of what was done as
well as why it was
done. Provides some
alternate thinking
about how this may
apply in other similar
situations

Gives a complete
written explanation
of what was done as
well as why it was
done. May include a
diagram with a
complete
explanation.

2
Cannot thoroughly
explain what was
done and why. The
explanation is vague,
difficult to understand,
or doesn’t completely
match the process.

1

Is unable to explain
the solution.

Developing A Rubric Around Learning Targets

4
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2

1

Test-Item Quality Checklist
General Guidelines for All Formats
1. Unwrap/unpack standards into learning targets and write questions around the
most important targets.
2. Create an assessment planning chart to ensure adequate cognitive demand and
number of questions asked per target.
3. Remember the goal is to know whether students know the material, not whether
they can use good test-taking strategies to guess the right answer.
4. Provide a sufficient number of items to know whether a student learned, but not
so many that the assessment takes too long.

Multiple-Choice Guidelines
1. Make sure that each item assesses only one target.
2. State the whole question in item stem.
3. Put the answer choices in an order that makes sense, e.g., largest to smallest,
alphabetical.
4. Be sure there is only one correct or best answer.
5. Keep response options brief and parallel in:
a. Length
b. Grammatical construction
6. Limit use of all or none of the above.
7. Use always and never with caution.
8. Questions can have different numbers of responses; don’t add answers just to
make them even.

True–False, Matching, and Completion or Fill-In Guidelines
1. True–false items
a. Make them entirely true or entirely false as stated.
b. Avoid negatives which make questions ambiguous.
c. Make sure there is only one target per question.
2. Matching items
a. Provide clear directions for the match to be made. Indicate if a response
can be used more than once or if an item has more than one match.
b. Include no more than 10 items.
c. Put the responses on the left and the trigger on the right.
d. Include only homogeneous items. Do not mix dates, events, and names in
a single exercise.
e. Provide more responses than trigger items.
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3. Completion or fill-in items
a. Ask a question.
b. Provide one blank per item.
c. Do not make length a clue.
d. Put blank toward the end.

Constructed-Response Guidelines
1. Creating questions
a. Make the context and the expectations clear to the student.
b. Don’t provide options that allow students to choose areas in which they
feel most competent. (You want to know what they really know!)
2. Scoring
a. Establish scoring criteria in advance.
b. Set a policy about non-achievement factors, i.e., writing skills.
c. Score collaboratively, if possible.
d. Score all responses to one exercise at a time. (It’s faster!)

Formatting and Arranging Assessment Items
1. Be consistent in the presentation of an item type.
2. List the learning target being assessed.
3. Avoid crowding too many questions onto one page.

Writing Directions
1. Write clear, explicit directions for each item type.
2. Indicate how the answer should be expressed (e.g., should true or false be
written, or T or F? Should numbers be rounded to the nearest 10th? Should units
such as months, meters, or grams be included in the answer?)

Producing the Test
1. Type test and make sure copies are readable.
2. Proof carefully and double check the answer key.
3. Ask a colleague to review or take important tests.
(Ainsworth, 2006; Stiggins, Arter, Chappuis, & Chappuis, 2004; Gareis & Grant, 2008; and
Popham, 2003)
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Multiple Choice Items
Writing good stems:
• The stem should include a complete thought or question.
• Do not use negatives as they may confuse students who actually know the
information.
• Don’t give away the answer in the stem.
• If you use most likely or best, make sure they are emphasized.
Writing good “distracters” or choices:
• Each answer should be reasonable.
• Use parallel grammar and similar length.
• Avoid “all of the above” and “none of the above.”
• Use a logical order for the answers.
• Make sure the correct answer is the only correct answer!

Matching Items
•Provide clear directions.
•Use a maximum of 10 items.
•Keep the list homogeneous.
•Place longer responses on the left with shorter answers on the right.
•Use an uneven number of items.
•Keep the list in a logical order.
True-False Items
•Make sure there is only one target per item and that the item is either
entirely true or entirely false.
•Don’t use always or never.
•Avoid negatives as they can create ambiguity for some students.
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